Champagne Salon 1990
Salon 1990, Portrait of a great charming wine
THE STORY

Among those masterpieces that made the 20th century lighter and more beautiful, Champagne
Salon punctuated the years with its 33 vintages. 1990, the last one for the moment, arrives with
the new century: it is one of the most beautiful and the most charming.
VARIETALS

Chardonnay 100%
SERVING

Its richness, the complexity of its aromas and its exceptional length on the palate allow you to
taste Salon Champagne like a great wine. In order to keep its character intact you should serve
Salon Champagne, not ice-cold, but at the temperature of the cellar – ideally between 10 and 12°.
Before tasting, let it breathe some minutes in the glass, which preferably should have a curving
rim, almost like a tulip.
TASTING NOTES

The Beauty of Time for a Vintage of Genius
Knowing how to age is the mark of great characters and the greatest wines are of this calibre:
their ability of ageing is the mark of their quality.
Salon 1990 is that seducer who certainly will not fail, on the contrary, it is a promise, a blooming
to come, a sparkle that lasts, the unlimited class of the real structured and living beauty.
Rich and delicate, fleshy and rounded, dense and elegant, it is fascinating and dumbfounds one
with its rare qualities pronounced by a deep golden colour and a fine and delicate sparkle.

The nose is an aromatic explosion of lime, spices and candied oranges. With its wonderfully floral
quality, it radiates freshness. So much so that as it develops it acquires a sweetness which
envelops us and carries us away. It is like a young girl who is amazed as she has lived such a
protected life. A mystery…
FOOD AND WINE PAIRINGS

Classy for very sensual dishes.
This monument of the 20th century needs almost universal dishes. Its richness allows this
multiple and colourful marriage. You can dare everything: Sushi can bowl you over, a risotto of
white truffles is exulting, a great Parma or Spanish Ham – simplicity obliges the greatest – carries
you to unsuspected heights. The most classical dishes will be enhanced through their union with
Salon 1990 : think of oysters, even game, hare à la royale for instance. It is beyond your wildest
dreams!
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L’ABUS D’ALCOOL EST DANGEREUX POUR LA SANTÉ. À CONSOMMER AVEC MODÉRATION.
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